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The Wall Street Professional's Survival Guide: Success Secrets of a Career CoachFT Press, 2010

	This is the only complete, up-to-date, and practical guide for financial industry professionals seeking new or better jobs in today’s brutally competitive environment. Author Roy Cohen spent more than 10 years providing outplacement services to Goldman Sachs’ employees. In this book, he shares finance-specific...
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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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Professional Flash Lite Mobile Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Discover how to create Flash Lite mobile apps from the ground up


	Adobe Flash is an ideal choice for developing rich interactive content for "Flash-enabled" mobile devices; and with this book, you'll learn how to create unique applications with Flash Lite. Through a series of code samples and extensive example...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Adobe Audition 2.0Focal Press, 2006
"Very helpful are the copious and easy to interpret screenshots...Topics can be found easily."
 - Pro Audio Review, Aug. 2006     

       Software packages are complex. Shouldn't software books make it easier? Simplify your life with the Focal Easy Guide to Adobe ® Audition ® 2.0! This short, full-color book...
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Anger Management For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2006
If your anger, or that of a loved one, is out of control and threatening your life and livelihood, you need the calm, clear, and understanding help you’ll find in Anger Management For Dummies. This concise and practical guidebook shares specific anger management methods, skills, and exercises that will help you identify the sources...
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Any Way You Slice It: The Past, Present, and Future of RationingNew Press, 2013

	Rationing: it’s a wordÂ—and ideaÂ—that people often loathe and fear. Health care expert Henry Aaron has compared mentioning the possibility of rationing to Â“shouting an obscenity in church.” Yet societies in fact ration food, water, medical care, and fuel all the time, with those who can pay the most getting the most. As...
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iPod Repair QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get more life out of your iPod
Like every other electronic device, iPods break down. Until now, the prospect of repairing an iPod was daunting, if not nearly impossible for the average user. In this full-color, inexpensive guide, the owner of the fastest-growing chain of iPod repair shops in the U.S. shares the...
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Sacred Places Around the World: 108 Destinations (Sacred Places: 108 Destinations series)CCC Publishing, 2004

	Human civilization in the 21st century can be defined by diversity and duality. One-fifth of the world’s population is Chinese, another fifth Muslim. A hundred million of us are homeless children living in extreme poverty. More than two percent of the human population is mentally retarded. There are over 10,000 spoken languages. Yet, a...
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How to Cheat in 3ds Max 2011: Get Spectacular Results FastFocal Press, 2010

	THE TECHNIQUES DESCRIBED in this book assume a basic
	grasp of 3ds Max. But with so many options to choose
	from, it’s easy to get lost in all the tools, buttons, and
	menus.


	Not all features are created equal. This chapter goes over
	the fundamentals of 3ds Max with an eye toward the
	most important tools and how you...
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Never Threaten to Eat Your Co-Workers: Best of BlogsApress, 2004

	Do you occasionally wonder,

	
		What kind of person works at a porn video store?
	
		Do public defenders believe in their clients?
	
		What does a reporter feel when he visits war-torn Iraq?
	
		What happens after a child star falls into obscurity?



	Thanks to Web logs, or...
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Microsoft® .NET Distributed Applications: Integrating XML Web Services and .NET RemotingMicrosoft Press, 2003
Make the jump to distributed application programming using the  .NET Framework—and introduce a new level of performance, scalability, and  security to your network and enterprise applications. Expert .NET developer  Matthew MacDonald shares proven techniques for fully exploiting .NET Remoting,  XML Web services, and other...
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Recording Tips for Engineers, Second Edition: For cleaner, brighter tracksFocal Press, 2005
"Crammed with everything you need, and I mean everything. Simple explanations with brilliant illustrations, every conceivable studio tip and trick, a few 'rock star' anecdotes and, as usual, Tim's humor is great." Bob Schwall, Battery Studios     

       Over a thousand easy-to-use tips, hints, tricks, how-tos, setups,...
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